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Asthma and Power Plant Pollution 





CLIMATE CHANGE 
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Increase in Extreme Weather 
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Obliteration of Communities and 
Erosion of Cultures 



Port Gibson—Grand Gulf 
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Food Insecurity in the US 
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Feast and Famine in Urban America 
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Taking Action 





We need to take control! 
We need to take control! 
We need to take control! Of this climate! 
 
It’s getting hot!  Yeah it’s heating up!! 
 
The climate’s changing!  How it’s 
affecting us!! 
 
You mean the floods storms, droughts, 
and fires.  



And heat related deaths in the US is getting 
higher! 
 
Now who at risk? You at risk?  So what you doin’? 
 
Neighborhoods affected by all this air pollution….. 
 
It’s amusing. it’s a problem . It’s solution! 
 
Reducing carbon footprint It’s really not hard to 
do it 
 
I been going green since I was a little kid . In my 
hood the heat is killing kids! 



I speak for the climate. Yeah, I’m the earth’s 
ventriloquist! 
 
Those heat waves, I know you feeling it.  
 
Stop burning that coal Use propane when you 
grilling it cause it could harm your respiratory 
 
Ask these politicians for change. They ain’t doing 
nothing for me.  
 
They pollute around my area cuz we ain’t in they 
category! 
 
We need to take control! Of this climate! 
Latter to prosperity…I’m ready to climb it!  



This country’s morals, laws…..Somebody help me 
find it 
 
Our eco-death certificate. They ready to sign it! 
 
And I ain’t having that, especially not around my 
habitat! And that’s mainly where it happen at! 
 
They acting upon us. So that’s the reason why we 
acting back.  
 
Protesting, lobbying,….. Going green is my hobby, 
man. 
 
Stop drilling for fossils. Worry ‘bout tomorrow! 



 
Keep going at this rate, the whole earth 
going be in sorrow. No resources to 
borrow. 
 
I said let’s take control of our climate and 
your carbon footprint, please try to decline 
it! 
 
It’s getting hot! Yeah, it’s heating up! The 
climate’s changing! How it’s affecting us…. 



Turning The Corner 

�  HEALTH CARE FOR ALL 

�  Emissions Reduction 

�  Energy Efficiency 

�  Clean Energy 

�  Zero Waste 

�  Resilient Communities 





Advancing Just Policy 



 
Local, Cooperative Communities 
 
 



Local Cooperative Communities 



Together We CAN! 



Thank You 

 

 


